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TRPG Team Building 

Overview: TRPG Team Building combines the creative power of tabletop role-playing games like 

Dungeons & Dragons with leadership coaching and team development. Bowaikit Talent offers a

unique combination of experience and expertise in leadership, group dynamics, and gaming. This 

approach maximizes benefits so your team will have fun, build meaningful relationships, enhance 

creativity, and develop leadership on many levels.  Facilitation can be offered virtually or in person and 

is customized to each client's goals and situation. 

Why: It is just as, if not more, important to maintain positive team cultures, connection, relationships, 

and creative collaboration in online settings. Playing a collaborative storytelling game (especially 

when facilitated by an expert leadership game master) naturally facilitates these group dynamics in a 

context that is fun and conducive to learning. Even when playing a game, group dynamics will emerge, 

and a specially trained Bowaikit Talent Facilitator will be able to sense and work with these dynamics

in both game and work settings. 

Players: 4-6 is ideal per session. Small teams may elect to have the whole team at each session while 

larger teams can schedule more sessions and have 4-6 players at each session interchangeably with 

discussion forums or other cloud communication tools keeping everyone updated about events in the 

game throughout the week/month. This is a great exercise in virtual collaboration and creativity. 

Time: 2-4 hours per session with several sessions occurring over the course of weeks/months or 

longer. 1:1 coaching with the Bowaikit Talent Facilitator acting as a leadership coach can add to the

experience for most client’s situations. 

Format(s): Zoom and gaming sites like Roll20 or DnDBeyond are perfect for creating an environment 

that is fun and naturally builds relationships through virtual means. Group chats like Hangouts or 

Discord can be used to facilitate communication between sessions and Drive or other cloud services 

provide tools for collaboration alongside the game. Bowaikit Talent Facilitators are intentional about

creating group environments using video chat and other virtual tools. Face to face games are great too 

when there isn’t a pandemic! 

Goals/Outcomes: The game and facilitation are customized to meet the goals of each team and 

individual. At its simplest, this is a great way to be social and connect. Team building happens 

naturally through having fun together while collaborative storytelling adds meaning to the 

experience. Specific team outcomes can be incorporated and/or the Bowaikit Talent Facilitator can use

the game to naturally allow positive team dynamics to emerge and be nurtured by in the moment 

coaching. Individual leadership coaching can be added for deeper leadership development.  

Session Zero: The initial meeting with a team will establish goals, ground rules, and begin creating an 

environment that will foster fun meaningful and safe role-playing. The facilitator will help everyone 

learn how to play and guide each group through the process. The group will create characters and 

start building a fantasy world together! 

Ongoing sessions: Generally, each session will start with a check in, an introduction to the game 

session, playing the game, a break, and a discussion to help process and transfer any team learning that 

happens. 
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